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CTC is the main target of liquid biopsy. In the past few decades, the separation of CTC based on the electrochemical

method has attracted widespread attention due to its convenience, rapidness, low cost, high sensitivity, and no need for

complex instruments and equipment. In this review, we summarized the latest developments in the electrochemical-based

CTC detection, and discussed the challenges and possible trends.
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1. Introduction

Cancer is one of the leading causes of death, and around 90% cancer death due to metastasis . Therefore, achieving

an earlier cancer diagnosis is of fundamental importance. For conventional needle biopsy techniques, the invasiveness

limits its use. Meanwhile, liquid biopsy techniques analyze tumor cells or tumor cell debris from blood or other body fluids,

including circulating tumor cells (CTCs), circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA), extracellular vesicles (EVs), and exosomes, etc.

. Compared with needle biopsy, its non-invasiveness allows us to collect patient blood samples continuously, and to

realize real-time monitoring of patient disease progression and personalized medicine . Moreover, since CTC, ctDNA,

EVs, etc. can be released from both primary and metastatic tumors, liquid biopsy provides us more comprehensive

information . CTC is the main target of liquid biopsy, for CTC is the most important part during the metastasis process

. It has been reported that CTC could be detected before cancer forms metastasis . Detection of CTC in the blood

could be used to achieve an earlier diagnosis and a better control of cancer, and avoid the bad consequences caused by

cancer metastasis. Besides, CTC could be used to assess the patient prognosis and evaluate the treatment outcome in

real-time . The isolation, culture, and sequencing of CTC could also help us to determine patients’ drug resistance

and find potential therapeutic targets .

Separating CTC from complex blood components is extremely challenging. The amount of CTC in the blood is extremely

rare, in average about 1–100 mL  , while the number of white blood cells (WBC) and red blood cells (RBC) is about

0.4–1×10  mL  and 3.5–5×10  mL , respectively. The separation mainly relies on the difference in biological properties

or physical properties between CTC and blood cells . Biological properties-based CTC separation, mainly using the

unique antigen expression on the surface of CTC, such as the most commonly used anti-epithelial cell adhesion molecule

(EpCAM) and Cytokeratin (CK), etc. . Coupling these antibodies to the surface of magnetic beads or the chip can

achieve the specific capture and separation of CTC. Physical properties-based CTC separation mainly uses the difference

in cell density, size, and deformability between CTC and blood cells to achieve CTC separation . Although there

are many CTC detection methods, their complicated operation process, high cost, and low sensitivity are still problems. In

recent years, a lot of electrochemical methods have also been used to detect CTC, using aptamers and nanomaterials to

modify the electrode, by recording the current change/electrical impedance spectrum change, and establishing a linear

relationship between the change and the number of CTC to realize the quantification of CTC . This ensures high

sensitivity and selectivity, and has outstanding advantages, such as rapid response, easy operation, affordability, and

nondestructive analysis .

After completing the separation of CTC, it is very important to quantify the number of CTC. In general, traditional biological

properties-based methods and physical properties-based methods use fluorescently labeled antibodies to identify and

count the captured CTCs. CTCs were recognized as Hoechst+ (nuclear dye), EpCAM+/CK+, and CD45- (WBC specific

marker) cells, while WBCs were recognized as Hoechst+, EpCAM-/CK-, and CD45+ cells . This fluorescence

imaging-based method usually requires a specialized fluorescence microscope, which is expensive, and the output of the

results requires professional technicians and also takes a long time, thus limiting its clinical use. The electrochemical-

based method only requires some simple instruments, such as current meters, and the whole detection process is

relatively simple and fast . However, the preparation process of the device is complicated and the detection

time is long. There is an urgent need for a simpler, more efficient, and faster method. Point-of-care testing (POCT)

realizes target quantification through pressure, distance, color, etc. As a sensitive, fast, cheap, easy-to-operate method, it

allows patients to realize sample input and result output, and it doesn’t need for complex equipment . The test can

be performed at the bedside of the patient and the results are available immediately. It is of great significance for

popularizing the clinical application of CTC detection.
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2. Electrochemical Detection of CTC

In recent years, electrochemical detection of CTC has attracted widespread attention due to its advantages such as

convenience, rapidity, low cost, high sensitivity, low detection limit, and strong specificity . From the principle of

separation, electrochemical detection of CTC is a kind of the biological properties-based CTC separation. However, it

usually uses aptamer to replace traditional antibodies. Aptamer has similar specificity and affinity compared to antibodies,

but it has many advantages, including easier to achieve large-scale production, lower cost, and lower immunogenicity 

 This greatly reduces the cost of electrochemical detection. 

The principle of electrochemical detection is to modify the electrode using nanomaterials and cancer cell specific aptamer,

and CTC is bonded to aptamer (on the electrode surface), which will cause the current/electrochemiluminescence

(ECL)/photoelectrochemical (PEC) signal to decrease or EC impedance spectroscopy (EIS) signal to increase 

. By establishing a linear relationship between the change and the number of CTC, the quantification can be

realized. The electrochemical CTC detection methods can be roughly divided into direct assays, sandwich assays and

other assays . The direct assays use nanomaterials-aptamer as the capture probe (which is directly modified on the

electrode) to bind and detect CTC . The sandwich assays add a signal probe on the basis of direct assays, that is, after

CTC is bound to the capture probe on the electrode, a signal probe (another kind of nanomaterials-aptamer) is added.

After the signal probe is combined with CTC, it can significantly amplify the signal, thereby increasing the sensitivity and

reducing the detection limit . We summarized the electrochemical-based CTC detection methods in Table 1,

including the direct assay and the sandwich assay, and we listed the assay time, linear range, limit of detection, capture

probe, and signal probe.

2.1. Direct Assays

The principle of direct assays is based on the combination of CTC and electrode, thus affects the transfer of electrons,

which in turn leads to a decrease in current/increase in electrical impedance , thereby realizing the quantitative

detection of CTC. Many researchers use functionalized nanomaterials to modify the electrodes, the main purpose is to

increase the contact area, enhance the conductivity, and then enhance the signal. Cao et al. proposed a method for

detecting acute leukemia CCRF-CEM cells using a hybrid of nanochannels and ion channels arrays. The main principle is

after modifying the sgc8c aptamer on the surface of the channel, CTC is combined with ion channel, then it will

dramatically block the ionic flow through channels, which in turn causes current changes, using linear sweep voltammetry

(LSV) cytosensor to record the change and to quantify CTC. Compared with a single channel, the array channels could

amplify the signal and to improve the detection sensitivity. The linear range is 1×10 –2×10  cells mL , and the limit of

detection (LOD) is 100 cells mL  (Figure 1A) . Subsequently, Li et al. reported a PEC-based CTC detection method,

hypotoxic ternary mercaptopropionic acid (MPA)-capped AgInS  nanoparticles (NPs) as PEC sensing substrates, after

being excited by red light, it shows high photon-current conversion efficiency, and generates strong photocurrent. After

CCRF-CEM cell is connected to aptamers on AgInS  NPs, the photocurrent is significantly reduced, and CTC can be

detected. Its linear range is from 1.5×10  to 3.0×10  cells mL , and the LOD is 16 cells mL  (Figure 1C) . In order to

further improve the detection sensitivity, Wang et al. prepared nanomaterials-plasmonic gold nanostars (AuNSs), modified

sgc8c aptamer on its surface and fixed it on glassy carbon (GC) electrode. The results showed that the LOD for CCRF-

CEM cell is as low as 5 cells mL , in addition, MCF-7 cells could also be detected with a LOD of 10 cells mL  (Figure 1B)

. Liu et al. used ECL cytosensor for MCF-7 cell detection. Modified Au@CDs-aptamer on GC electrode, after adding

K S O , Au@CDs showed strong electrochemiluminescence. Due to the combination of CTC, the strength of ECL will

decrease. Its linear range was 100 to 10,000 cells mL  with a LOD of 34 cells mL  (Figure 1D) . Graphene

nanomaterials are also widely used in electrochemical detection of CTC due to their excellent electrical conductivity .

For example, Zhang et al. synthetized a xFe O -nPt (or nPt-xFe O )-coated graphene nanostructure (xFe O -

nPt@graphene) to detect MCF-7 cells using differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) cytosensor. The combination of

graphene, Pt and Fe O  greatly reduced the electrode resistance and improved the electron transfer efficiency, and

effectively amplified the signal and improved the sensitivity. The linear range is 18 to 1.5 × 10  cells mL , and the LOD is

6 cells mL  . Bábelová et al. invented a method to detect leukemia, which is based on electrochemical impedance

spectroscopy (EIS) and thickness shear mode acoustic method (TSM). It used sgc8c as the specific aptamer and

achieved high-sensitivity detection of Jurkat cell. The LOD of electrochemical and acoustic sensors is 105±10 and 463±50

cells mL , respectively .

Table 1. Summary of electrochemical CTC detection methods.
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Figure 1. Direct electrochemical detection of CTC. (A) Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) cytosensor for CCRF-CEM cell

detection, using hybrid nanochannels and ion channels. Reprinted with permission from ref . Copyright 2017, American

Chemical Society. (B) Cyclic voltammetry (CV) cytosensor for CCRF-CEM cell and MCF-7 cell detection, by modifying

plasmonic gold nanostars (AuNSs)-aptamer on glassy carbon (GC) electrodes. Reprinted with permission from ref .

Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. (C) Photoelectrochemical (PEC) cytosensor for CCRF-CEM cell detection,

using AgInS  nanoparticles (NPs) coupled with sgc8c aptamer which exhibited high photon-to-current conversion
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efficiency under red light excitation. Reprinted with permission from ref . Copyright 2019, Elsevier. (D)

Electrochemiluminescence (ECL) cytosensor for MCF-7 cell detection using Au@CDs-aptamer, after adding K S O ,

Au@CDs showed strong electrochemiluminescence. Reprinted with permission from ref . Copyright 2020, Elsevier.

2.2. Sandwich Assays

The sandwich assays add a signal probe on the basis of direct assays. The capture probe is fixed on the electrodes to

identify and capture CTC. The signal probe is used for amplifying the signal, improving the sensitivity, and reducing the

detection limit . Signal probes are usually some active nanomaterials or particles with enzymatic activity.

Shen et al. used magnetic nanospheres modified with anti-EpCAM antibody to capture MCF-7 cells. The captured MCF-7

cells are spread on the electrode surface, aptamer (SYL3C-RCA primer) is added and bound to the cells, by rolling circle

amplification (RCA), producing a large amount of DNA molecules and reacting with the substrate to amplify the

electrochemical current signal. The linear range is 5-3×10  mL , and the detection limit can reach 1 cell mL  (Figure 2F)

. RCA technology was also used by other groups . For example, Yang et al. used RCA reaction to expand the

initial PD/CDT so that the expanded DNA chain contains multiple duplicate aptamers. The expanded DNA strand as a

capture probe has the following advantages: (1) This flexible long DNA chain can extend to the depth of the cell

suspension, which allows the aptamers in full contact with the target cells; (2) The aptamer binds to the target cell in a

multivalent manner, effectively improve the capture efficiency of target cells. The signal probe anti-EpCAM/Horseradish

peroxidase (HRP)-gold nanoparticles (AuNP) is used to catalyze H O  to generate electrical signals for detection. The

linear range is 1 × 10 -5×10  mL , and the LOD is 5 cell mL  (Figure 2E) .

Tang et al. modified AuNPs/Acetylene black (AuNPs/AB) on the gold electrode to increase the specific surface area and

enhance the conductivity of the gold electrode. Then anchored antibody on the surface of AuNPs/AB to capture MCF-7

cells. After capture, the signal probe Pt@AgNFs was added, which can catalyze H O  to generate electrical signals. The

linear range is 20-1×10 , and the detection limit is 3 cells mL  (Figure 2A) . Luo et al. proposed a PEC biosensor-

based CTC detection method with higher sensitivity using antibody-magnetic nanospheres to capture MCF-7 cells. After

spreading the capture cells on the electrode, the photocurrent intensity of hexagonal carbon nitride tubes (HCNT) is

reduced due to the steric hindrance derived from MCF-7. After adding a signal probe Cu O NPs, the photocurrent

intensity of was further decreased because Cu O NPs competitively absorbed the excitation light, and the aptamer

molecules further increased the steric hindrance, the linear range is 3–3000 cell mL , and the detection limit is 1 cell mL

(Figure 2D) . Similarly, Zhang et al. also used antibody-magnetic nanospheres to capture MCF-7 cells, and after

coating the cells on the electrode, used gold nanoparticle-modified LiFePO  coupled with the aptamer as a signal probe,

due to the reaction of phosphate group in LiFePO  with molybdate that formed redox molybdophosphate (PMo O )

precipitates and caused current change. The linear range is 3–1000 cells mL , and the LOD is 1 cell mL  (Figure 2B) .

The above parts are all about the detection of one type of cell. Using multiple different aptamers can simultaneously

detect multiple types of cells. For example, Dou et al. used AuNPs-Fe O -graphene nanosheets (GS) as the capture

probe, AuNPs coupled with aptamer (Td05/Sgc8) and decorated with the electroactive species (Fc-SH/Thi) as the signal

probe, and simultaneously achieved the quantitative detection of Ramos and CCRF-CEM cells, the detection limit is 4 and

3 cells mL , respectively. Further, the linear range is 5–500 cells mL . More importantly, they also performed testing of

three leukemia patients and showed obvious results (Figure 2C) . Du et al. proposed a Cyclic voltammetry (CV)

cytosensor based CTC electrochemical detection, and it can specifically detect the change of E-cadherin and analyze

different stages of EMT. They modified CNT-AuNPs on the electrode surface, and then used quantum dot (QD) coupled

anti E-cadherin antibody to bind to CTC. QD itself acts as a signal probe to enhance electrical signal, and at the same

time, QD can also provide a strong fluorescent signal for imaging .

In Table 1, we can see that, compared to the direct method, sandwich assays have higher sensitivity, and its LOD can be

as low as 1 cell mL . However, the detection time may be longer. In addition, the fabrication and detection process are

also more complicated. The common problems are the narrow range of applicable cell types and very few clinical trials.
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Figure 2. Sandwich electrochemical detection of CTC. (A) Voltammetric cytosensor for differential pulse voltammetry

(DPV) detection of MCF-7 cells, using AuNPs/Acetylene black-antibody as capture probe and Pt@Ag nanoflowers-

antibody as signal probe. Reprinted with permission from ref . Copyright 2018, Elsevier. (B) Voltammetric cytosensor

for square wave voltammetry (SWV) detection of MCF-7 cells, anti-EpCAM antibody-modified Fe O  magnetic

nanospheres (MNs) were used to capture CTC, and gold nanoparticles modified LiFePO  (LiFePO /Au) particles were

used as signal probe. Reprinted with permission from ref . Copyright 2020, Elsevier. (C) Voltammetric cytosensor for

SWV detection of CCRF-CEM cells, Au nanoparticles (AuNP) array-decorated magnetic graphene nanosheet as capture

probe and aptamer/electroactive species-loaded AuNP as signal probe. Reprinted with permission from ref . Copyright

2019, American Chemical Society. (D) Photoelectrochemical (PEC) cytosensor for detection of MCF-7 cells, Magnetic

Fe O  nanospheres (MNs) as capture probe and Cu O nanoparticles as signal probe. Reprinted with permission from ref

, Copyright 2020, Elsevier. (E) Cyclic voltammetry (CV) cytosensor for MCF-7 cell detection, via rolling circle

amplification (RCA) extension of the electrode-immobilized primer/circular DNA complexes as the capture probe, and anti-

EpCAM/HRP-AuNP as signal probe. Reprinted with permission from ref . Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society.

(F) Voltammetric cytosensor for SWV detection of MCF-7 cells, anti-EpCAM antibody-modified magnetic nanospheres

were used to capture and enrich CTC, and aptamer−primer DNA sequence as a signal probe, by RCA, produced a large

amount of DNA molecules and reacted with the substrate to amplify the signal. Reprinted with permission from ref .

Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.
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